MESSAGE FROM JEY April 8, 2001
(Following the reading of Excerpts from Horizon Message, 8-17-88)
JEY is here and does come in the will of the Creator to communicate with those of you
who are here as OMEGA. It is a joy for the one who is JEY to be with you, for it is known to JEY
that each of you are indeed seeking after Truth and do have a desire to fulfill that which is a
purpose upon the Earth at this time. JEY would ask each of you to attempt to remain in
meditation while JEY communicates through the voice of this one.
It is important for each of you to understand that as you are here upon the Earth as Spiritin-Body, this is simply another one of the experiences and adventures that your Spirit is having
throughout all of Eternity. You have indeed lived many lifetimes in times past, and you have
brought with you now a desire to simply be once again in that which is the will of your Creator
and to once again be able to serve the Spirit which is within you. Your body upon the Earth at this
time has been an instrument which has been very willing to allow the mental aspect of it to search
and seek for Truth; else, you would not be here. As a result of that, the Spirit Within you rejoices
for you have been able to allow the Spirit to guide you many times in making that which you
consider to be a decision for your life.
As you have been open to the help of the Spirit Within you, you in turn have been open to
the help of your Creator, for indeed your Spirit is OF the Creator. And so you consider yourself
simply that which houses the aspect of the Creator that is within you. It is important that you not
be over-zealous in your efforts to force your own thinking and your own opportunities and beliefs
upon others who may come to you. But know that as you have the opportunity as others come to
you and seek to find peace within their lives at this time upon the Earth, you now have the
responsibility to share with them those things that you will be led to share. It is important that
YOU have been guided by your Spirit Within, and the help of others, to come to your Spiritual
Journey; and now as others come seeking for assistance in that regard, it is your responsibility to
so help them. Simply ask for the guidance that you need in those things you would speak to
others who come to you. Ask that your Spirit, too, would be able to guide you in your thinking. It
can be done and it shall be done if you seek prayerfully for the assistance of the Spirit which is
within you.
JEY is aware that you have gathered much from those things which you have read during
this time of meeting, for indeed as you gather JEY is here with you as Gatekeeper for OMEGA.
JEY would tell you that those things which you have read are indeed Truth. They can become a
part of you, a part of your thinking, and you will understand that what you have read and what
you have internalized is Truth. There is not that which is an expectation of anyone who comes
seeking for Truth that they would receive anything except Truth. You have been told that the one
who is JEY has the responsibility to be Gatekeeper for the OMEGA. You must understand that as
a result of that, JEY becomes very responsible for that Spirit which is within you, that it would be
subjected to only that which is Truth as it is in your body upon the Earth.
That which is your body does undergo much in the way of temptation, of making
decisions that would be suitable only for the physical aspect. It does not often take into
consideration that which is the welfare of the Spirit. But as you grow in your ability to allow your
Spirit Within you to control your thinking and your decision making, then the mental aspect
becomes more aware and does become more available to the control of the Spirit than it has been
in the past. You are blessed in that you understand these things; and know that as you have once
again gone back to review those things which have been brought to you in times past, it is
important that you understand that the Truths that were given to you by the one who is
HORIZON are indeed eternal Truith. They can be accepted by you mentally, they can be
accepted by you spiritually, for they are things of spiritual Truth. As a result, you are

strengthened in your own thinking as you allow those to become a part of your own mental
aspect.
It is important that each of you who are here would continue in seeking to allow the Spirit
Within you to more openly communicate with you. It is known that you can receive
communication from the Spirit Within you as you allow it to communicate during your time of
rest and sleep. But know that as you attempt to conduct an open communication with your Spirit,
it can be so achieved. It is not the will of those of us who are in the Spirit Realm that you go
around in public or even in your home all day talking to your Spirit! But during those times of
quiet, during those times when you are in meditation… .those are the times when you can call
forth your own Spirit and allow a communication with that Spirit. You will understand through
thought what the communication is, but know that you have not the need for a day-long time of
attempting to communicate with your Spirit. Allow it to be at a certain time when you are very
quiet and in a time of meditation. That indeed does invite your Spirit to come forth and to be able
to communicate with you.
JEY would further say this to you as well. As JEY now has an opportunity to view all
those who are known as OMEGA on the Earth Plane, JEY could say to you that each one known
as OMEGA is attempting now to further allow their Spirit to become a guiding force within their
life. JEY can also say that throughout the Earth there is now an impending time of great trial for
all who are upon the Earth Plane. There is now an impending time for great sorrow and great
sadness as many upon the Earth tend now to want to be in control of life upon the Earth. It is wise
that you have discussed that which would be a time of prayer and contemplation for those who
are upon the Earth Plane, for indeed they do need to be held in your prayer.
The Earth upon which you live is a thing of beauty within the Universe. It is indeed what
one might call a ‘crown jewel’ within the Universe, for it does have that which is beauty, not only
the seas which surround your Earth but upon the Earth itself. You have been given much to enjoy
during this lifetime upon the Earth. Through the lifetimes which you have lived, you have not
been a recipient of such beauty as you have at this time in the area in which you live. Appreciate
that which you have. Give thanks to the Creator for what you have at this time. And prepare now
within your own Spirit, within your mental and physical self, to help others who may be in need
in your own area. There is that which will be upon the Earth a time of continuing chaos….yes, for
indeed it is in a time of chaos at this time. But know that there will be continuing chaos. Be
prepared for what may come, for indeed there is now a known time of great earthquakes
occurring upon the Earth, great floods and great wars upon the Earth. These things further affect
the Earth and further affect those who live upon the Earth. Be in prayer for all who are in body, in
your meditation, that they may benefit from the great energy that can be poured forth from your
own thinking, your own meditation. And we who are in Spirit are much prepared for what will
occur upon the Earth, for there will be a great need for those who are in Spirit to allow our own
energy to help those of you who are upon the Earth; and this shall be done.
Do not fear, but rather take this as an opportunity to further prepare. JEY is not here to
cause fear among you, but to help you to be strengthened and to help you to allow others to be
strengthened. Through your prayers and meditation you can so achieve that as you attempt daily
to send forth your thoughts to others upon the Earth, and even as you are being strengthened, they
in turn will be strengthened. JEY, too, is concerned about the decisions made by those who are
rulers upon the Earth; but JEY would allow you to know that it is the responsibility of the
Guardian of Spirit for each one who is a ruler upon the Earth to attempt to work with that Spiritin-Body, that it may be encouraged to listen to the Spiritual aspect of the body and mind. Know
that it is not the will of the Creator that mankind should war with each other upon the Earth. You
were to live in peace and harmony and in beauty on the Earth, and yet mankind has not listened to
Spirit. Mankind has listened to the physical mind which is often at odds with the Spiritual aspect.
As a result, you have seen that happen upon the Earth which is not in keeping with the will of the
Creator.

And so it is your opportunity now to send forth the energy of your thoughts as you allow
your prayers to be known. This is an opportunity for you to become a part of the fulfillment of the
will of the Creator upon the Earth. You have been given much responsibility; but you in turn have
reaped much in the way of Joy and Peace, knowing the things that you do that affect your own
Spirit Within upon the Earth. JEY does not seek now to come to say farewell to you, but would
ask that you accept this blessing which JEY would ask the Creator of us all to allow you to
receive.
JEY comes now to seek to give you a blessing.
Almighty Creator of us all, this one who comes in Spirit comes to ask a blessing
upon those who are Spirit-in-Body, those who are known upon the Earth Plane as OMEGA,
as they attempt now to prepare for that which will be ahead for them. And JEY would ask
simply that they may know peace, that they may know joy, that the Spirit Within them may
be able to access the mental aspect of each one so that they will in turn be able to fulfill their
purpose upon the Earth. JEY would ask again that those who are Spirit-in-Body as
OMEGA be blessed and be guided in their every decision and every action, for it is
important that they know the positive way that they should go at this time upon the Earth.
JEY asks this in the name of the Creator, and would ask each of you who are here to
go now in Peace and to go now remembering that the Creator is Love and that you can
share that Love with others who come into your presence. Simply allow them to know of
your Love and your Care and your Concern for them, for there are many who are needing
such Love and Care and Concern. Go now in Peace. AMEN

